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Michael Hastings Sent Email About FBI Probe Hours
Before Death
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By Melissa Jeltsen

Hours before dying in  a  fiery car  crash,  award-winning journalist  Michael  Hastings sent  an
email to his colleagues, warning that federal authorities were interviewing his friends and
that he needed to go “off the rada[r]” for a bit.

The email was sent around 1 p.m. on Monday, June 17. At 4:20 a.m. the following morning,
Hastings died when his Mercedes, traveling at high speeds, smashed into a tree and caught
on fire. He was 33.

Hastings sent the email to staff at BuzzFeed, where he was employed, but also blind-copied
a friend, Staff Sgt. Joseph Biggs, on the message. Biggs, who Hastings met in 2008 when he
was embedded in his unit in Afghanistan, forwarded the email to KTLA, who posted it online
on Saturday.

Here’s the email, with the recipients’ names redacted.

Subject:  FBI  Investigation,  re:  NSAHey  (redacted  names)  — the  Feds  are
interviewing my “close friends and associates.” Perhaps if the authorities arrive
“BuzzFeed GQ,” er HQ, may be wise to immediately request legal counsel
before any conversations or interviews about our news-gathering practices or
related journalism issues.

Also: I’m onto a big story, and need to go off the rada[r] for a bit.

All the best, and hope to see you all soon.
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